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The Pacific Calling Partnership (PCP) is an initiative of the Edmund 
Rice Centre for Justice and Community Education and was founded 
in 2006, in response to Pacific Islander calls for solidarity in the face of 
climate change. 

PCP is committed to collaborating with our island neighbours, such 
as Kiribati and Tuvalu, in order to communicate and amplify their 
climate change messages both within Australia and internationally. 

PCP delivers climate leadership training for Pacific Islander 
communities and actively seeks out and provides opportunities for 
Pacific Islanders to tell their stories and promote understanding of 
climate impacts on their homelands. 

Small island nations do not have the resources to counter the negative 
impacts of climate change and look to nations like Australia for 
solidarity and support.

About The Pacific Calling 

Partnership

Moving home during a storm 
surge in Kiribati – July 2019
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The year 2020 was an extraordinary year due to the 
emergence of the global COVID-19 pandemic and 
the glaring inequity between countries in terms 
of health care – all this in the shadow of ongoing 
climate impacts and political polarisation. While 
these issues affect everyone, the way people are 
affected in each country, as well as the level of 
resources available to them, varies greatly. Pacific 
island nations are particularly vulnerable to severe 
COVID-19 impacts due to their high incidence 
of poverty and limited basic health care. With 
international travel suspended between Australia 
and all Pacific island nations, the PCP team worked 
hard to adapt to these new circumstances. 

While PCP has always been concerned about the 
impact climate change is having on our Pacific 
neighbours, we responded quickly to the emergence 
COVID-19 pandemic by advocating for the allocation 

of additional resources by Australia – testing 
kits, PPE equipment and respirators – to help the 
management of probable COVID-19 outbreaks in the 
Pacific.  This issue gained significant prominence in 
the Australia media. 

In addition to the pandemic, the deadly Australian 
2019-20 bushfire season led many Australians to the 
realisation that they are indeed on the frontline on 
climate change and can no longer afford to ignore 
the issue.

The Australian 2019-2020 bushfire season killed at 
least 34 people, destroyed thousands of homes and 
resulted in the death of an estimated billion native 
animals. In the same year, the peoples of Kiribati 
and Tuvalu were exposed to seawater floods, 
inundation, more and extensive storm surges, king 
tides and land erosion.

Key PCP Activities in 2020

On 10 Feb 2020 PCP held its annual strategic 
planning day at the Mary McKillop Centre, North 
Sydney, with Sister Jan Barnett rsj as our Facilitator 
and Julie-Anne Richard (Climate Action Network 
Australia) as key speaker. Regrettably, however, 
the emergence of COVID-19 meant that plans 
discussed and agreed to on that day were to change 
significantly as the year progressed.

In March 2020, our physical offices in Homebush 
West closed and our work continued remotely. This 
necessitated a sharp increase in our use of digital 
technology for meetings, networking and training 
delivery.

2020: A difficult year 

Bushfires in Australia Floods in Kiribati
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Advocating for COVID-19 
Resources for the Pacific

In March 2020, faced by the rapid emergence of the 
COVID-19 crisis, Pacific Island nations shut their 
international borders and focused their efforts on 
preparing for possible COVID-19 outbreaks in their 
own communities.  

In response to this situation, and given the extreme 
vulnerability of Pacific Island nations to COVID-19, 
PCP reached out to Australian politicians and the 
Australia media, highlighting the importance of 
urgently allocating COVID-19 resources to Pacific 
Island countries. See for example:

Delivering Climate Leadership 
and Advocacy Training

International travel restrictions meant that our 
annual Kiribati-Australia-Tuvalu Exchange Program 
(KATEP) could not proceed and participants from 
Kiribati and Tuvalu were not authorised to travel. 
Given the technological and cultural limitations of 
online communication across the Pacific, a decision 
was made not to attempt to deliver KATEP online. 
Instead, PCP resolved to reach out to the Pacific 
Islander diaspora in Western Sydney, providing 
access to climate leadership and advocacy training 
via an online course. 

Supported by Climate Action Network Australia 
(CANA), this course was scheduled to comprise 
weekly online learning modules from mid-August to 
mid-October 2020, followed by the implementation 
of a climate advocacy project selected by each course 
participant. 

Unfortunately, Pacific Islander communities in 
Sydney were facing significant challenges in their 
daily lives due to the pandemic, with many losing 
employment or unable to access the technology 
needed to take part in an online course.   As a result, 
it was difficult to recruit course participants and the 
idea of delivering online training was abandoned, 
delaying the project until circumstances would 
enable us to deliver the course face-to-face.

• A message to the Pacific from PCP Coordinator 
Corinne Fagueret

• Media Release: Australia Must Urgently Ramp Up 
COVID-19 assistance to the Pacific

• SBS Pacific Beat Interview

On 8 May 2020, Mr Alex Hawke, then Australian 
Minister for International Development and the 
Pacific, announced that Australia would increase 
assistance to the Pacific to help in the battle against 
the pandemic.
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Community Outreach and Climate 
Advocacy in Australia

Given the limitations associated with online 
training, PCP sought to increase its focus on 
community outreach and public advocacy 
campaigns.  This resulted in the following activities:

Opinion Piece by Hon. Enele Sopoaga 

PCP facilitated an Opinion Piece by former Prime 
Minister of Tuvalu Hon. Enele Sopoaga published in 
the Canberra Times on 17 August 2020.  This Opinion 
Piece, titled Scott Morrison promised to work with 
Pacific nations on climate chance. We need him to 
keep that promise, can be viewed here.

Webinar: Climate Emergency in the Pacific- How 
Should Australians Respond?

On 19 August 2020, PCP hosted a webinar with 
Bishop of Parramatta Most Reverend Vincent Long 
Van Nguyen OFM and former President of Kiribati 
His Excellency Anote Tong, to discuss the Australian 
response to the climate emergency in the Pacific. 
More than 250 people registered for the event, a 
recording of which can be accessed here. 

Open Letter in The Sydney Morning Herald

On 1 December 2020, ten days before the virtual 
meeting of Pacific leaders organised through 
the Pacific Islands Forum, PCP facilitated the 
publication in the Sydney Morning Herald of an 
Open Letter to Australian Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison signed by fifteen Pacific Islander leaders. 
These included His Excellency Anote Tong (former 
President of Kiribati), the Rt Hon. Enele Sopoaga 
(former Prime Minister of Tuvalu), Her Excellency 
Hilda Heine (former President of the Marshall 
Islands), Sir John Cardinal Ribat (Archbishop of Port 
Moresby) and Most Rev. Peter Chong (Archbishop of 
Suva).  

This Open Letter called for Scott Morrison to 
double Australia’s current National Determined 
Contribution, cancel the controversial Kyoto credits 
and commit to net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 
2050.  The Open Letter was formally supported by a 
range of Australian figures, including the Hon Kevin 
Rudd (former Australian Prime Minister) and Dr 
John Hewson AM (former Australian Leader of the 
Opposition). The Open Letter achieved significant 
media coverage and can be viewed here. 

The Open Letter also gave rise to a PCP campaign 
asking supporters to write to Scott Morrison in 
support of the Pacific. Click here for more detail.

Our appreciation goes to the Global Strategic 
Communication Council for their support of this 
initiative.

Submissions

PCP Pacific Outreach Officer Maria Tiimon Chi-
Fang prepared a submission to the House of 
Representative Environment and Energy Committee 
on Climate Change expressing PCP support for 
Independent MP Hon. Zali Steggall’s Climate 
Change Bills. The PCP endorsed these Bills’ long-
term commitment to emissions reduction through 
building a durable legal and policy framework for 
national climate action. 

Partnerships

In 2020 the PCP worked closely with the following 
organisations: Oxfam Australia, Caritas Australia, 
the Climate Council, The Australia Institute, the 
Edmund Rice Education Association, the Tuvalu 
Climate Action Network, the Kiribati Climate 
Action Network, the Pacific Islands Climate Action 
Network, the Australian Religious Response to 
Climate Change, Climate Action Network Australia 
and the Global Strategic Communication Council. 

PCP thanks these organisations for their 
partnership and ongoing collaboration.

Words of gratitude to PCP 
supporters

PCP is deeply grateful for the support and assistance 
we received in 2020 from our volunteers and funders. 
PCP can only do this work because of the generous 
support we receive. 

We also extend a special thank you to our patrons 
for their ongoing support: 

• His Eminence Cardinal John Ribat (MSC) 

• Dr Richard A O’Brien; and 

• Hon. Dr Meredith Burgmann.

Kam bati n rabwa, Fakafetai lasi – Thank you very 
much
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In Memoriam

It was with great sadness that PCP heard of the 
deaths of Meteka Raoi, one of our I-Kiribati KATEP 
participants in 2015 and of Toani Benson, an 
outspoken and passionate I-Kiribati climate leader.

Toani Benson

Toani was well known to PCP and many others 
in the international climate movement because 
of his outspoken views on climate change. 

In 2010 Mr Toani attended COP16 in Cancun, 
Mexico, as part of the PCP team. For many years, 
Toani also helped PCP to organise workshops 
on climate advocacy and leadership in Kiribati 
with young people and communities. He was a 
highly respected leader among young people and 
diverse groups in Kiribati.

Meteka on the far left and KATEP participants with Philip Ruddock 
in 2015

We remember Meteka as a lovely, gentle and capable 
young man who was very dedicated to his church 
and to his family. He was a part of our KATEP 2015 
intake and travelled to Australia in order to further 
his training. 

Meteka was a great ambassador for Kiribati, sharing 
his story and the climate change concerns of his 
country with politicians such as the Hon. Philip 
Ruddock, church leaders from Catholic and Uniting 
churches and Pacific diaspora communities.




